Introduction
Cellular Neural Networks (CNN's) are a special class of continuous t h e neural networks often used for real time image processing. The two dimensional CNM has proved useful for edge detection, noise removal, image thinnillp. hole filling, image filtering, motion detection, and character recognition [l] . The robust dosign of CNN's often requires a large number of simuiations for design verification. Udorhately, the circuit representations of the CNN are large and require much CPU time to simulate circuit hults. We propose a CAD tool that generates SPICE macromodels to Simste faults in the hardware of two different CNN topologies. These topologies are the voltage mode and the current mode CNN. The edectrid parameters of each macromodeled element are annotated with parameters to match real hardware implementations. The complete CNN macromodel is then simulated using SPICE.
The results of the simulation are used to characterize the behavior of a CNN and it's sensitivity to parameter variation, among other thiegs. In other words, the macromodeling fault generator offers the capability for paramttn 'c and catastrophic U t simulations. The integrator contains the procesSing elements of the CNN that primarily determine the dynamics of the array. Fig. 5 To show the versatility of the CNN macromodel generator, we analyze the operation of both a current mode and a voltage mode CNN when processing an image using an edge detection template [6] . In both cases, a 5x5 CNN array is used to illustrate the usefid properties of faulting a CNN macromodel. The integration resistor was chosen to be IOOK ohms and the integration capacitor was chosen to be IpF. This results in a time constant of t=IOOns which determines the minimum time (5-c) required for the CNN to converge. The supplies were selected to be y;DD=BLACK=(+5.OV) and vsS=W7YITE=(-S.OV). An activation slope of Av=2 was chosen for this simulation to insure stable outputs when the absolute value of the state of the cell is greater than 2.5 volts. In the voltage mode CNN, the sum of the output resistance of the voltage summer and the integration resistor, along with the integration capacitance, determine the time constant of the array. Typically, the output impedance of the voltage summer is small, thus the integration resistance dominates. Observe that in the current mode CNN implementation, the output impedance of the multipliers is in parallel with the integration resistance during the avaluathn phase. If the integration resistance is not smaller than the parallel combination of all the output stages of the multipliers, the integration time constant is greatly reduced. In this presentation, we discuss three fault cases: (1) a voltage o&t in feedback multiplier A l l of lOOmV, (2) a change of the initial condition switch impedance fiom 10-to 100W in the integrator, and (3) a time constant mismatch resulting fiom reducing the integration capacitance fiom 1 .O pF to 0.1 pF. The center cell was selected to annotate all the fault cases. S i o n r d t s showed that the voltage mode CNN converged to inco~ect values for tach of the fault cases. Conversely, the current mode CNN converged correctly for each fault case. The cause of this result is that the transconductance in the current mode multiplier is much less than one, which reduce the effect of faults by a factor of gm. The voltage multiplier haa a gaifi AV, which is set to one in this discussion. Fig. 7 depicts the inputs and the faulted and udhlted outputs of the voltage mode CNN. Fig. 7a shows the applied input to the CNN arrly. Fig. 7b shows the correct outputs when using nominal component values. In Fig. 7c , v& see the output of the CNN array when the center cell has the feedback multiplier AI 1 annoqited with an offset fault of 1% of the supply voltage (1 OOmV). Fig. 7d displays the output when the switch inside the integrator of the center cell has been reduced from 1OM Q to IOOK a. Fig. 7e shows the output when a time constant fault is introduced by reducing the integration capacitance fiom 1 .O pF to 0.1 pF. The voltage mode CNN cell states are displayed in Fig. 8a . The fault fiee case converges to FfW..ZE correctly within Sc. The offiet and the switch impedance fault cases result in the cell converging inco~e!~tly to BLACK. In the case of a time constant fault, the cell converges too quickly to the correct state of W I Z resulting in the surrounding cells converging inco~ectly to'BUCK. The current mode CNN cell states are displayed in Fig. 8b . In all fault cases the cell converged correctly to MITE. 
